
 

We will show how users can select their desired types of primer-pairs, as we explain each of forms 

indicated by the blue-filled rectangles of Figure 1. 

 
Figure 1 Front-end webpage for searching desired types of primer-pairs by users. Each of number in 

blue-filled rectangles indicates query form and various search conditions. 



1. The AGI (Arabidospis Genome Initiative) convention gene names or AtRTPrimer ID should 

be used as a query. Here, AtRTPimer ID is the same as genoPP ID. When you are to retrieve 

primer-pairs of a set of genes or AtRTPrimer ID, each AGI name or AtRTPrimer ID should 

be separated by white space or new line in query form, where the lines including # characters 

will be ignored. 

2. The file satisfying the above format can be also used as query. This file can be uploaded here. 

3. The updated database of Arabidpsis thaliana or another species can be chosen. Currently, 

TIGR version 5.0 of Arabidpsis thaliana is only available. 

4. The range of target amplicon can be set. The minimum and maximum sizes are 80 bp and 

800 bp, respectively. 

5. Here, non-specific binding affinity means the extent of binding affinity between a primer and 

other sequences except primer’s target sequence. The free energy as a measure for non-

specific binding affinity is calculated using nearest joining neighbor thermodynamics. 

Higher free energy implies weaker non-specific binding affinity. It means that the primers 

with higher free energy are more specific to their target sequences than those with lower free 

energy. Here, users can choose the threshold of such free energy to forward or reverse 

primers. The minimum threshold is -9 kcal / mole. 

6. When users consider genomic DNA contamination seriously, they are advised to set the 

allowable numbers of possible amplicons with same and different lengths from the 

corresponding genomic DNA. However, if genomic DNA contamination is not serious, they 

may set large numbers to possible amplicons. 

7. This option is similar to the above option except consideration on possible amplicons from 

similar cDNA. We defined similar cDNAs as a set of cDNAs having above 80 % identities 

to target cDNA. We considered some exception when to check specificity of primers to these 

similar cDNAs. Therefore, we increased genes with AtRTPrimer primer-pair using this 

consideration. This option will be effective when users plan to perform the RT-PCR 

experiments of genes with alternative splicing forms or family genes with high similarity. 

8. The number of primer-pair being displayed should be set. 

9. We used three dimerization constraints, PAIR-ANY, PAIR-END, and CONSECUTIVE 3’-

end match. Consecutive 3’-end match is the maximum allowable consecutive 3’-end match 

score. The reason for this is that the extension starts easily from the 3’-end annealing points. 

The scoring system gives 2.0 for A-T complementary bases, and 4.0 for C-G complementary 

bases.  

10. PAIR-ANY is the maximum allowed local alignment score when testing a single primer for 

(local) self-complementarity and testing between forward and reverse primers of other genes. 

Local self-complementarity is used to predict the tendency of primers to anneal to each other 



without causing self-priming in the PCR. The scoring system gives 1.0 for complementary 

bases, -1.0 for a mismatch, –2.0 for a gap open, and –10.0 for a gap extension. Only single-

base-pair gaps are allowed. We accepted the primer-pairs whose PAIR-ANY score is below 

8.0. 

11. PAIR-END is the maximum allowed 3’-anchored global alignment score when testing a 

single primer for self-complementarity, and testing between forward and reverse primers. 

The 3’-anchored global alignment score is used to predict the likelihood of PCR-priming 

primer-dimers. No gap is allowed. We accepted the primer-pairs whose PAIR-END score is 

below 3.0. 

 

Query result can be sequentially ordered by free energy as a measure of non-specific binding, primer 

dimerization score, differences of GC and Tm between forward and reverse primers, and amplicon size 

(Figure 2). 

 
Figure 2 A part of query results using query and search conditions in Figure 1. 

 

1. AGI gene name or AtRTPrimer ID is followed by its gene size and brief TIGR annotation. 

2. All fields of header are as follows; genoppID=AtRTPrimer ID, Size=target amplicon 
size(unit: base pair), Fseq=forward primer sequence(5’->3’), Rseq=reverse primer sequence 

(5’->3’), Len=each length of forward and reverse primers, FreeG=each minimal Gibbs free 

energy of forward and reverse primers to non-target sequences (in other words, the extent of 

maximal non-specific binding affinity, Lucia, 1998), GC=each GC content  (%) of forward 

and reverse primers, Tm=each melting temperature of forward and reverse primer calculated 



by nearest neighbor joining method (Lucia, 1998). If you click any AtRTPrimer ID, you can 

see schematic picture and information on possible amplicons coming from target cDNA, its 

genomic DNA, and its similar cDNAs on the fly (Figure 3). The descriptions in details about 

schematic picture are shown in Figure 3. 

 

 

 

Figure 3 Schematic pictures and information on possible amplicons from target cDNA, its 

corresponding genomic DNA, and its similar cDNAs 

 

We also made web interface for public evaluation of AtRTPrimer (Figure 4). We expect that 

AtRTPrimer be evaluated by world-wide users. Consequently, we provide users with that information on 

evaluated primers. We encourage AtRTPrimer users to join public evaluation. 

1. Users should enter the AtRTPrimer ID being evaluated. 

2. Users are required to select one item among ‘Good’,’Normal’, and ‘Bad’ in terms of efficiency 
and predictability. Here, the users can evaluate predictability of AtRTPrimer primer-pair using 

three grades consisting of ‘good’, ‘normal’ and ‘bad’. When one primer-pair may produce the 

amplicons predicted by AtRTPrimer as well as the very weak unexpected ones, which are 

difficult to see in the eye, we suggest that users can score ‘normal’ to that primer-pair. In our 

context, the ‘good’ primer-pair produces only amplicons predicted by AtRTPrimer. In addition, 

the efficiency means the extent to which one primer-pair being compared with other primer-



pairs amplifies the target cDNA under same conditions such as same concentration of target 

cDNA and same PCR conditions. We expect the efficiencies of most AtRTPrimer primer-pairs 

will be similar. User can test easily the efficiency of some AtRTPrimer primer-pair using 

genomic PCR 

3. It is optional to users. If users observe unexpected bands in their PCR experiments, and confirm 
identities of those bands, we encourage them to enter that information here. Users can register 

how long the unexpected amplicons are (Size), which type to target cDNA those bands come 

from (From), and AGI names of genes or cDNAs being source of the unexpected band (Source). 

4. It is also optional to users. Users may know straightforwardly what each field requires.  

 

 

Figure 4 Front-end webpage for evaluating AtRTPrimer primers by world-wide users 


